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MID-TERM REVISION OF MFF 2014-2020:

BACKGROUND NOTE

Duration of the next MFF

The note provides an overview on the options for the duration of the multiannual financial

framework (MFF) period after 2020: history, background, state of play and different options. The

objective is to discuss the possibilities to increase the democratic accountability of the MFF by

modifying its duration.

Introduction

A multiannual financial framework allows long-term consistency and predictability for the EU

budget. It also guarantees budgetary discipline and the smooth functioning of the budgetary

cycle.

The duration of the next MFF periods was one of the fundamental questions for the European

Parliament during the negotiations for the current MFF. As part of the final agreement, the

institutions agreed to jointly examine the most suitable duration for the subsequent MFF in the

context of the mid-term revision, before the Commission presents its proposals.

History

The European Parliament got the first significant powers over the EC budget in the 1970s (final say

on non-compulsory expenditure and right to reject the budget). During the 1980s, there were

fierce battles between the institutions on the annual budgets. The concept of a multiannual

financial perspective was developed as an attempt to lessen conflict, enhance budgetary discipline

and improve implementation through better planning. The first multiannual financial perspective

came into force in 1988.

The Treaty of Lisbon transformed the multiannual financial framework from an interinstitutional

agreement into a legally binding act. The Lisbon Treaty (article 312 of the TFEU) also foresees a

minimum duration for the MFF of five years instead of seven years.
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Multiannual financial frameworks so far:

• 1988-1992: Delors I  (5 years)

• 1993-1999: Delors II (7 years)

• 2000-2006: Agenda 2000 (7 years)

• 2007-2013: Building our common future (7 years)

• 2014-2020: A budget for Europe 2020 – Investing in Europe’s future (7 years)

The European Parliament has repeatedly called for aligning the MFF period with the terms of office

of the EP and the Commission. The EP has considered the 7-year MFF periods as a transitory phase.

As an example, the resolution in 2009 on the mid-term review of MFF 2007-2013 called for 5-year

MFF term. At the time the idea was to prolong the previous MFF, so that a new 5-year MFF could

have been launched in 2016/2017.

In the preparation for the current MFF, the resolution in 2011 summarising the work of the SURE

Committee stated that until 2020 a 7-year cycle should be the preferred transitional solution as it

could provide for more stability by ensuring the continuity of the programmes for a longer period,

and also make a clear link with the Europe 2020 strategy.

In addition, the SURE Committee recommended that the decision on a new 7-year MFF should not

pre-empt the possibility of opting for a 5 or 5+5 year period as of 2021. It highlighted the

conviction that a synchronisation of the financial programming with the mandate of the

Commission and the European Parliament will increase democratic responsibility, accountability

and legitimacy.

In the final decision on the MFF 2014-2020, the MFF duration was kept at 7 years, but the

Regulation sets the minimum period at 5 years in line with the Treaty. It has been argued that a

longer financial framework contributes to the stability of the system and facilitates the

programming of the multiannual programmes, such as cohesion policy, and of the financial

instruments of the EU budget.

Background

Recital 3 of the MFF Regulation 2014-2020 states that "in the context of the mid-term

review/revision of the MFF, the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission agree to

jointly examine the most suitable duration for the subsequent MFF before the Commission

presents its proposals with a view to striking the right balance between the duration of the

respective terms of office of the members of the European Parliament and the European

Commission - and the need for stability for programming cycles and investment

predictability."

In its statement on MFF Review/Revision, which forms part of the political agreement reached on

the MFF, the European Commission declares that it will also examine aligning its proposals for

the next MFF with the political cycles of the Institutions.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P6-TA-2009-174
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=EN&reference=P7-TA-2011-266
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The duration of the MFF term was one of the key points raised in the 2014 Dehaene-Kalfin report

on negotiations on the MFF 2014-2020: lessons to be learned and the way forward:

 The MFF mid-term review should prepare for an eventual reduction in the period for

which the next MFF is agreed, so as to ensure its subsequent renegotiation during the

mandate of each Parliament and Commission, thus ensuring full democratic legitimacy for

regular decisions on the financial perspectives of the Union, while taking steps to meet the

need for stability of programming cycles and for investment predictability.

 A five-year MFF cycle would enhance democratic legitimacy, improve the

prioritisation of budgetary means and could be considered a precondition for more

political debate.

State of play

The duration of the MFF period from 2020 onwards will thus be one of the questions to be

considered during the MFF mid-term revision in preparation for the post-2020 MFF

Development of the position of the European Parliament

The European Parliament has consistently called for an alignment of the duration of the MFF with

the five-year political cycles of both the Parliament and the Commission. Also a '5+5' -year cycle

could be considered for the post-2020 period. In addition to the democratic responsibility and

accountability provided by a five-year term, the EP has been most concerned about ensuring a

sufficient flexibility to update the needs.

In the first working document by the EP Co-Rapporteurs on the MFF Revision, the question on the

MFF duration is raised: Does the Parliament maintain its initial support for a five-year (or a 5+5
year) MFF cycle? If yes, how would it need to be applied in practice to ensure its full compatibility
with the duration of the shared-managed multiannual programmes, especially with reference to
cohesion and bearing in mind the usual delay in the start of the implementation of the operational
programmes resulting from a long process of programming? Is a modification of the current MFF
needed to enable the necessary adjustment to ensure the practical and democratic process?

Expected positions of the other key EU institutions

The Council has until now been in favour of the 7-year MFF cycles. In the press release on the

agreement on the MFF they simply state that the Commission will examine the alignment of the

periods.

In the statement to the political agreement on MFF 2014-2020 and in relation to mid-term

review/revision, the Commission commits itself to examine aligning the MFF duration with the

political cycles of the institutions. For the MFF starting in 2021, the Commission will have to

present a formal proposal before 1 January 2018. The Commission has in its proposals for MFF

2014-2020 (June 2011) indicated a preference for 10-year (5+5) MFF period post-2020. Another

option presented by the Commission for the current MFF was a seven year period with a major

review after five years, to allow a final reallocation targeted specifically on Europe 2020.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-TA-2014-0378+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fNONSGML%2bCOMPARL%2bPE-572.902%2b01%2bDOC%2bPDF%2bV0%2f%2fEN
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Different options for MFF duration from 2021 onwards

A multiannual financial framework allows long-term consistency and predictability. It also

guarantees budgetary discipline and the smooth functioning of the budgetary cycle. However,

each framework is the fruit of political decisions which need to reflect changing political

preferences. The last four financial frameworks have been concluded for a period of seven years,

thus having become the status quo choice.

The different options should be assessed in the light of the following evaluation criteria: flexibility,

democratic accountability, stability and predictability for the implementation of the multiannual

programmes.

5-year period

A five year period would allow each Commission to propose and each Parliament to negotiate a

framework, even if they would not see the framework fully implemented. In practice, in the

beginning of the EP and Commission terms a period of one-and-a-half to two years would needed

for the institution to set up their agendas and to negotiate with the other institutions. Hence, the

actual duration of the MFF would run from the mid-point to mid-point of the political mandates.

Advantages: Better democratic legitimacy. The shorter the period, the higher the flexibility: a five

year period would bring some advantages in terms of an ability to reflect new needs. It would

allow better for earlier adjustment of programmes e.g. in education and culture.

Disadvantages: Maybe negative impact on multiannual programmes' life cycle and possibly

hindering the development of long-term policies, such as cohesion, agriculture and TENs. Some

disadvantages could be experienced in terms of planning lead-times: longer periods not only

allow programmes to make more important changes, they may also fit in better with the

investment patterns of the private sector.

7-year period

A longer MFF can provide greater predictability and stability for programmes. The current MFF

period has clearly shown the need for more flexibility due to changed circumstances.

Advantages: The 7-year period could be appropriate for longer investment programmes, such as

large-scale infrastructure and research projects, as well as certain regional policy programmes.

Disadvantages: Seven years could possibly be too long period, as circumstances change and it

becomes out of date, and some programs may no longer be appropriate. It should thus be

combined with sufficient flexibility and a strong mid-term review.
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5+5 -year period

One option could be a ten year period with a substantial mid-term review ("5+5"). Overall ceilings

and the core legal instruments could be fixed for ten years. But the distribution of resources within

headings, and the prioritisation within programmes and instruments, could be left open for re-

assessment. One approach would be to facilitate this – while ensuring sufficient flexibility for new

need – could be through the retention of substantial reserves and margins in all parts of the

budget.

Advantages: More stability and predictability for the multiannual programmes and better

compliance with strategic planning requirements. There would be an opportunity for a major re-

prioritisation, if sufficient flexibility is guaranteed.

Disadvantages: Overall ceiling and the core legal instruments being fixed for 10 (or 5+5) years

would increase the rigidity of the MFF. This option should be combined with a maximum level of

flexibility and very strong review clauses.


